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P U B L I C A T I O N S  

48 HOURS SERIES 

The Vanishing, 2017 

The Medusa Curse, 2018 

 

CONSPIRACY 365 BLACK OPS SERIES, 

2012-2013 
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Gabrielle Lord 
Author Gabrielle Lord has worked in many different areas: sales, 

teaching, brick-cleaning, peach-picking and packing, and in 

the Public Service as an employment officer. She started 

writing seriously aged 30. 

Her first two manuscripts ended up composting tomatoes, 

but the third one, Fortress, was picked up internationally and 

made into a feature film. A later novel, Whipping Boy, was 

made into a telemovie starring Sigrid Thornton. The film, 

coinciding with her daughter leaving school, allowed 

Gabrielle to write full-time and lead a more ‘normal’ writer’s 

life—hanging around with scientists and detectives, 

badgering forensic anthropologists (she studied Anatomy at 

Sydney University) and doing work experience with a busy 

private security business. 

Research is everything, she says. ‘Out of my contacts with 

experts (who are always far too modest to describe 

themselves that way) I get not only the fine-tuning necessary 

for today’s savvy readers, but also wonderful incidents and 

images that enrich and enlarge my books.’ 

Gabrielle Lord is the author of international best-selling series 

Conspiracy 365, for ages 10+, which was also made into a TV 

series. Conspiracy 365 has grown from its original 12 books to 

17 and has been published in the UK, USA, France, Germany, 

Holland, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Brazil, Portugal, Turkey, 

Indonesia and China—twice—in English and Chinese 

characters as well. It has also been sold into nine Asian 

countries by Scholastic Malaysia. 

Her new series '48 Hours', sees two teen investigators crack 

crimes. 

 

R E V I E W S  

 
Regarding Conspiracy 365:  

‘This highly addictive series for teenagers gets better with 

each twist and turn.’ Sun Herald  

 

‘. . . Gabrielle Lord ensures a fast-paced and intriguing 

mystery, wasting no time getting to the action.’ Sunday Age 

L I N K S  

Trailer and series website: conspiracy365.com.au and 

scholastic.com.au/48hours 

 


